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Ronald Reagan is 40th president
by the Associated Press

WASHINGTON -Ronald Reagan won the
White House Tuesday night, sweeping past
President Carter to restore Republican rule.
Carter conceded, saying the people had
spoken "and I accept that decision."
The polls were still open in the West when
Carter acknowledged that his presidency was
finished - and hour after telephoning Reagan
in Los Angeles to congratulate him in victory.
So ended the longest campaign, in the makings of a landslide that belies the forecasts of
the president and the pollsters that it would be
close. It never was, from the moment the first
polls closed.
NBC News projected a Reagan victory at
8:14 p.m.
Carter apparently knew in advance that his
presidency was in jeopardy. Pollster Patrick
Caddell was said to have informed him in the
early morning hours of Election Day, even
before Carter voted, that the tide was with
Reagan and that he trailed by seven to 10
points in his own final soundings.
In the 1976 election, Carter narrowly ousted
Republican President Gerald R Ford. It took
all night to settle that contest. This time,
Carter had conceded the outcome by 10 p.m.
EST.

Wednesday

Surprising landslide sweeps out Carter
"It is now apparent that the American people have chosen you as the next president," he
wired Reagan. "I congratulate you."

won or led for 458 electoral votes, a comfortable cushion past the majority he needed.
Carter had won or led for 73.
Reagan had 27.4 million votes, Carter, 23.1
He promised to work for an orderly transi- million and Anderson, 3.3 million.
tion to the Republican administration that will
According to television network newscasts,
take office on Jan. 20.
Reagan was projected to win 37 states with
Flanked by his wife and the high command eight states not reporting. Carter was proof his vanquished administration, Carter told jected to win only his own state of Georgia,
downcast but applauding supporters at a West Virginia, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Washington hotel.
Minnesota and the District of Columbia.
"I promised you four years ago that I would
Reagan was sweeping the pivotal states of
never lie to you, so I can't stand here tonight Texas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Florida,
and say it doesn't hurt. The people of the Michigan, New Jersey, Illinois and California.
United States have made their choice and of No projection was available for New York.
course I accept that decision, although not
Independent candidate John Anderson was
with the same enthusiasm I accepted it four not favored to win in any state.
years ago."
Nationwide, Reagan pulled down about 51
percent of the popular vote, while Carter
With 29 percent of the nation's precincts checked in with about 43 percent. Anderson
counted, Reagan was gaining 50 percent of the was receiving about six percent of the vote.
vote, Carter 43 percent, independent John B.
In Ohio, Reagan swept the state's 25 elecAnderson 6 percent.
toral votes with comparative ease by picking
In electoral votes, the competition that up support in areas hardest hit by unemploycounted, it was a Reagan runaway. He had ment and inflation. With almost half of the

state's precincts reporting, Reagan was getting about 52 percent of the vote compared to
about 41 percent for Carter.
Carter was leading in only one of Ohio's 88
counties; in 1976, he carried 27 counties.
Reagan also was fairing well in Ohio suburbs,
but the two candidates were running virtually
even in the cities.
An Associated Press-NBC News poll of
voters yesterday showed Carter lost nearly a
third of the Ohio voters who supported him in
1976. The poll also showed blue collar workers
split 48 percent for Carter to 47 percent for
Reagan.
Carter's downfall in Ohio appeared to be
that voters were disillusioned by inflation and
concerned with strengthening the nation's
world status, the poll said.
The poll also showed the president lost about
one-third of the voters who supported him in
19^6.
Nevertheless, Carter retained support
among blacks, who favored him 9 to 1, the
survey showed.
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Wood County echoes U.S.,
votes overwhelmingly GOP

Column
one
Give those Frisbee
throwers some credit

by Gary Benz
stall reporter

Perhaps Al Baldwin. Wood County
Democratic Party Chairman, said it best
when, after hearing President Carter's concession speech, told a local reporter, "Yeah,
and he's taking all the local Democrats down
with him, too."
That's how it went for most local Democrats
as nearly all were defeated by their
Republican counterparts.
Delbert Latta, incumbent Republican candidate for the 5th district congressional seat,
easily won his 12th straight term, 27,563 votes
to 12,042 for Democrat James Sherck.
In the state senator's race, incumbent Paul
Gillmor handily defeated Democrat James
Copley, 24,928 votes to 14,527. The story was
much the same in the 83rd district state
representative's race as Republican Bob
Brown, the incumbent, beat Joseph Arpad,
21,018 to 10,123.

STANFORD, Calif. (AP) - Give those
Frisbee throwers credit. Stanford
University does.
Sixty students are enrolled in the
university's first-ever Frisbee class,
whHi meets for an hour three times a
week. It carries one physical education
credit.
"Frisbee is a sport that is slowly
gaining in popularity and will probably
surpass tennis someday soon," says instructor Tom McRann.
"It's all sports rolled into one. It's
great exercise that combines running
and leaping and stretching with the exhilaration of making something fly,"
said the professional Frisbee player,
who holds a Frisbee-throwing record of
286 yards.
For their midterm exam Monday, the
students played Frisbee golf, in which
each throw of the Frisbee toward
markers in a nine-hole course counts as
a stroke.

IN ONE OF the few local Democrat victories, incumbent John Ault narrowly beat
Samuel Hunter 20,045 votes to 18,173. In the second county commissioner race, Republican
Leonard Stevens outdistanced Democrat
Robert Dunipace by more than 3,000 votes,
winning 20,783 to 17,229.

Inside
Opinion

by the Associated Press

News
A survivor of a Nazi death-camp,
Simon Wiesenthal has dedicated his life
to bringing to trial those involved in the
destruction of 11 million lives during
the Holocaust. Page 4.
Female mud wrestling was the
highlight at Charlie's Blind Pig Saturday night. Page S.

Sports
Notre Dame defeated Bowling Green
last night in hockey action at the Ice
Arena. Page 8.
BG sophomore quarterback Greg
Taylor was named the Mid-American
Conference offensive player of the
week. PageS.

Weather
Partly cloudy. High 48 F (9 C), low 30
F (-1 C), 10-percent chance of precipitation.

In the prosecuting attorney's race, Betty
Montgomery beat Democratic counterpart
John Dunipace, 21,820 votes to 16,889. For
clerk of courts, Republican Betty Haas grabbed 61 percent of the vote, defeating Democrat
Nancy Newlove, 24,015 to 15,114.
The county sheriffs race was not much
closer than the clerk of court vote as George
Ginter, the Republican incumbent, easily beat
Democrat Reynold Davis, 25,216 to 13,0*3.
The county recorder's race was much closer
with Democrat Sue Kinder, one of two local
Democrats who won last night, beating Wilbur
Wirt, Jr. 20,620 votes to 18,100.
Bowling Green Councilman Patrick Ng lost
his bid for county engineer to Anthony Allion,
22,298 to 15,684.
THE TWO Wood County bond issues, one a .2
mill renewal for Wood Lane facilities and the
other for an additional .3 mill for that facility,
passed. The renewal won easily, 29,304 to
11,444 while the additional .3 mill levy narrowly passed, 20,632 to 19,336.
The Bowling Green vote in the 4th ward
allowing Sunday beer sales at carryouts won
549 to 348.
Wood County, long a Republican stronghold,
didn't break tradition as it supported
continued on page 3

Glenn rare Democrat winner

Despite the Republican stand that
President Carter has incompetently
handled the hostage crisis, the News
thinks otherwise. Page 2.

Financial aid programs have been
revised and expanded to lighten the
burden for students. Page I.
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stall photo by Dale Omorl

Peekin' in at the polls
Although he will have to wait 13 years before he can vote, David Ryder, S,
sneaks a peek as his mother casts her vote at Wood County Public Library.

Ohio Supreme Court to face the voters.
Issue 1, a ballot measure giving the
legislature authority to adjust property taxes
to compensate for inflation, narrowly was
gaining a 53 to 47 percent approval from voters
with 62 percent reporting.
U.S. Rep. Delbert Latta (R-Ohio) also was
handily defeating Democratic challenger
James Sherck in the 5th congressional district
race.
Legislative leaders said last night that
Republicans appear to have won control of the
Ohio Senate for the first time since 1974.

COLUMBUS - Incumbent Democrat John
Glenn romped past Republican challenger
James Betts last night in his re-election bid for
U.S. Senate, while state Issue 1 narrowly passed and Issue 2 was defeated soundly.
With almost 60 percent of the state's
precincts reporting, Glenn held a commanding 70 to 30 percent lead over Betts, a threeterm member of the Ohio house making his
first bid for a statewide office.
Glenn, 59, won big in the traditionally
Democratic stronghold of the state, including
Cuyahoga County, Betts' home territory. The
"I THINK we've been caught in a Reagan
former astronaut also ran ahead in the landslide," Senate President Oliver Ocasek
predominantly Republican southern sections (D-Akron) said.
of the state.
Senate Minority Leader Paul Gillmor
(R-Port Clinton) agreed, saying "we have
MEANWHILE, the controversial tax reform won; the people have been perceptive.
proposal Issue 2 was going down to defeat by a
Gillmor was easily defending his senate seat
77 to 23 percent margin with 62 percent of the against Democratic challenger James Copley
vote in. Earlier, an appeals court struck the to earn his fifth term in the senate.
issue from the ballot but it was returned by the
continued on page 3

Moore says fees may rise winter quarter
by Kathryn Coll
staff reporter

Moore said he does not want to implement a
permanent fee increase, but rather an extra
Student instructional fees may be increased charge for this year only.
winter quarter, University President Hollis
THE AMOUNT of the surcharge would not
Moore Jr. told Faculty Senate yesterday.
Moore explained that the state has run out of be set until the state has determined how
funds. The University already has been asked much money will be cut. Then the administrato cut about $1 million from its budget, and tion would make a recommendation to the
University Board of Trustees in December.
this cut could be tripled by December.
The University will not try to anticipate
"We have been prepared for this (initial
cut), but we did not expect a second one," he what will happen in the next few weeks and
react to that anticipation as other universities
said.

are doing, Moore said.
"We will wait until December," he said.
Moore explained that the state is running out
of money because of high unemployment,
decreased tax revenues and inflation.
ALONG WITH the reduction in state
monies, Moore said, the University also will
be experiencing "a really major increase" in
the cost of electricity. For the remainder of
the fiscal year, the bill will be about a halfmillion dollars more than was expected, he
said.

University Provost and Executive Vice
President Michael Ferrari echoed Moore's
comments that the administration is looking
into ways besides increasing costs to the
students to offset the ramifications of the current crisis.
One possibility is to keep vacant those positions that can remain unfilled for the remainder of the year without affecting
academic instruction, Ferrari said.
This could save the University about
JTnoimn hp-miri
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Opinion
Campaign
reflections

Handling of hostages
is a Carter triumph
The 52 Americans kidnapped and held in Iran have been
used tacitly against President Carter by the
Republicans as an example of his incompetence. Ronald
Reagan would have our boys home before a year elapsed,
the implication has been.
But we think the Republicans' criticism of Carter's competence has been unfair and incorrect.
As the first year of their captivity passes, it is important
to remember what Carter has done right.
Most important, he has kept them alive.
The only criticism about Carter's treatment of the situation can be that he was foolish enough to plan an invasion
April 25.
He was foolish enough to think it was politically expedient or diplomatically necessary to pull them out by force,
no matter what the consequences.
His policy before that, and since, has been to use all
peaceful diplomatic measures to free them. And finally, it
appears to be working. They may be coming home soom.
For all the amateur John Waynes out there who think we
need to hold on to our prestige as a powerful nation - the
policeman of the world - let them look at it from the
perspective of the families of the hostages.
They would wait, we assume, any time necessary if it
guaranteed the safe return of their relatives. If the 52 were
released tomorrow, Carter should be able to call it one of
the triumphs of his presidency.

Beauty is in the eye
of the position's title
WASHINGTON - The big story this
month has not been the presidential
campaign or the war in Iran, but the
saga of Mary Cunningham, the
brilliant 29-year-old Harvard
Business School graduate who climbed her way up the corporate ladder of
the Bendix Corporation in 15 months
to become an executive vice president, only to be forced to resign
because she was too beautiful, too
young and too close to the Chairman
of the Board.
It has divided the country, turned
families against each other and raised so many questions that even the
"Moral Majority" can't deal with it.
On one side are those who say Ms.
Cunningham would never have reached her position had she not been young
and beautiful. On the other are people
who say no one would care if she succeeded in the executive suite, if she
hadn't been a beautiful woman.
The most interesting part of the
story is that this is the first time people have been more interested in what
went on in the private plane of a large
corporation than what happened when
Farrah Fawcett split up with Lee Majors, and Jackie Onassis had dinner
alone at the Stage Delicatessen.
THE COUNTRY was riveted by
Gail Sheehy's syndicated newspaper
feature of the step-by-step rise and
fall of this poor young lady and, based
on readership interest, we may soon
be reading countless other Mary Cunningham sagas from "Fortune
Magazine's 500 leading corporations
list."
My worry is that most people will
get a distorted view of the executive
suite and how we operate.
As most people know, this column is
a conglomerate. We're into books, lecturing, recycling of old columns and
TV and theatrical enterprises - too
numerous to mention.
As Chairman of the Board, I was on
the lookout sometime ago for a smart,
young, beautiful person who could be
my secretary and handle my mail and
crack pot calls. I found one at
Georgetown University who fitted all

Focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

the requirements and hired her.
THERE ARE only two of us. Jeannie Aiyer became my confidante and
closest advisor. Since she also corrected my grammar I realized she
had great potential. But as soon as she
started showing some talent, people in
other offices on my floor started
whispering that the only reason Jeannie had gotten where she was in my
organization was because there was
something going on between us.
Then she came in one day and asked
for a raise. I told her I couldn't give
her a raise but I would make her my
Executive Assistant All the other
secretaries on the floor were outraged, and said to each other that if it
hadn't been for her looks she would
never have been made an Executive
Assistant in such a short time. But I
ignored the whispering because Jeannie was too valuable to me to replace.
THE FINAL blow came a month
ago when Jeannie again asked for a
raise. This time I had no choice but to
make her Executive Vice President of
Mergers and Acquisitions, which
meant ordering my lunch for me in
the office when I didn't go out.
This was too much for everyone on
the floor to swallow and the pressure
is on now for me to ask for her
resignation.
But I'm hanging tough. If she
couldn't do the job she wouldn't be
here and her beauty has nothing to do
with her new title.
The lesson in all this is that some
companies such as Bendix give
women UUes because they are better
than men at what they're doing.
Others such as mine hand them out in
lieu of giving a person a raise.
Q MM, Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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Being a journalist at election time,
especially when a president is being
elected, is great because you see the
"real" side of politics, the cosmetic
and wheeling-dealing side of the electoral process.
It takes only one or two encounters
with presidential or vice presidential
candidates to get a feel of the hokiness
involved with the election.

Focus
Keith Jameson
editorial editor

Perhaps the silliest display of public
relations was at a John Anderson rally
in Columbus. The incident in question
involved a large sound truck driving
up and down High Street blaring out
"Yankee Doodle Dandy," that would
end with a voice saying, "Yes, you can
see the real live cousin of your Uncle
Sam - John Anderson."
The independent candidate should
be given an award for subtlety with
that gimmick.
remarried and can offer them a
IT ALSO was amazing how a can"better lifestyle" than she can on her didate who was in such need of media
clerical pay. In another case, a father exposure (free exposure at that)
wins custody because, the court says, would have trouble finding people
boys are better off raised by a man. competent enough to arrange for
Later, that verdict is reversed.
photographers' credentials. Flaws in
These are not ordinary decisions. such organizations were astounding.
There are fewer "ordinary decisions"
The biggest kick came at a George
these days. The standard for custody Bush rally. At no other rally did I see
is now almost always "the best in- more anti-Reagan signs. One banner
terest of the child."
had a green coat hanger painted on it
This is a most elusive standard, with the inscription, "Death Valley
made by judges full of good will and Days are here again." Considering
prejudice, caring and preconceptions. the lady carrying the sign was with a
With the best of intentions, it can also group carrying "YES ERA!" signs,
end in the worst of injustices.
one can only imagine it was a statement about Ronnie's position on aborIN MOST courts, mothers are still tion.
given the edge, as well they should be.
At one point, a visitor to a news conI am amazed at the number of fathers ference could feel as if they were at a
who come in claiming equal rights to rock concert because of the bags and
the children they never raised equal- microphone stands that had "Bush
ly.
_ .
. . , ... . . .
tour" painted on them. Somehow I
But more and more often, custody is can't stop thinking that even a raunch
up for grabs. The judgments and the V roll group like Judas Priest could
judges can be arbitrary. How do you have drawn a bigger crowd than a
judge which is better or worse for a man who could be the next vice presichild: An authoritarian, punitive dent of the United States. (Only 1,800
father or a mother who chooses living showed up for his rally).
together over marriage? A working
But no other group of people are
mother or a workir > father?
more obnoxious, pushy and irritating
The courts are left to weigh people than the broadcast cameramen. They
and lifestyles, economics and are highly deficient when it comes to
psyches, according to the loose legal etiquette.
guidelines and their own values.
FOR EXAMPLE, one ABC
Parents who can't settle, or share, are cameraman had a Harpo Marx-style
left to judge-shop, court-hop and hope. horn taped to his tripod. When Bush
And the Jarrett case is just the walked in, all that could be heard was
beginning.
a sound like a lone goose flying
overhead. Some members of the press
corps were amused, even if Bush was
© 1980, the Boston Globe not. ("I see the level of frivolity of the
Newspaper Co.
press has risen to a new low," he
Washington Post Writers Group
said.)
Or the girl (who was she representing?) who wore the screwball hat
with the antler-type horns on it

The ominous signs for the future
BOSTON - Two weeks ago Jacqueline Jarrett lost her appeal by one
vote. The Supreme Court decided, 6-3,
not to review her case, and so the
lower-court decision holds. She has
lost custody of her three daughters
because she is living with a man she
isn't married to.
It didn't matter to the Illinois court
that Jacqueline Jarrett had been the
primary parent for all the years of
marriage or divorce. It didn't matter
that everyone, even her ex-husband,
described her as an attentive and loving mother. It didn't matter that the
three children were comfortable and
happy in this new "family."
No, the Illinois court agreed with
their father that she had created an
immoral atmosphere for the three
daughters by living "in sin." And so
they ordered the children to move
eight blocks and one lifestyle from
mother to father.
THERE ARE a million divorces a
year in this country now. Another 1.1
million people are living together unmarried and one-quarter of them living with chldren. The Jarretts are just
another accident case at the intersection of these changes.
It is easy to understand the feelings
of both parents. The father's rage
when his children were living under a
different moral structure. The
mother's anguish when she was
punished by the court, though in her
own mind she had behaved responsibly and lovingly toward her
children.
These were two parents who differed wildly, irreconcilably, in their
moral views. These differences were,
I'm sure, a cause as well as and effect

Focus
Ellen Goodman
syndicated columnist

of their divorce. They often are.
But when the court was asked to intervene, it sided with the father-and
with a vengeance. Never mind any
other standard of caring. For the
"crime" of fornication-a crime to
this day in about 19 states-a mother
was punished by losing custody.
IN MY view, the Illinois court made
the wrong decision. The court record
reeked of moralistic judgments,
sprinkled with words like
"fornication" and "flaunting."
But, as the Supreme Court decision
notes, the state court had the right to
make that decision. And that is, in
some ways, the real story.
More and more often, the legal
system is being called on to judge
mother against father, lifestyle
against lifestyle. The cases are all
around us, fair and unfair decisions,
innovative and conservative, profather and pro-mother.
AT THE same time, in a Chicago
courtroom this week, 36-year-old
Mildred Milovich-a Brownie leader, a
Sunday school teacher, a selfdescribed "Supermom" who worked
as a sales representative-lost custody
of her children to their father because
of her job.
The beat goes on. In one courtroom,
a father who left his wife sues for
custody of his children because he has

Letters
The whole ordeal
was mud in the eye

seated but there was no place for them
to go.
The only redeeming aspect of the
night was the imaginative heckling of
one person in the audience. This person should be hired by UAO to entertain on campus. I'd pay to see him.
In ending I'd like to say that it
wasn't so much that the promotion
was a bad thing. It was just the handling of it by a businessman that made it
a failure. I hope that students will
think twice from now on before
patronizing this business.

those irresponsible students who
harass or attempt to steal pizzas from
driver's cars.

For example, I came out of a dorm
After seeing an advertisement in
after delivering a pizza Friday and
last Thursday's BG News for female
found my car on the sidewalk. Seems
mudwrestling at a local establishlike a harmless joke, but why hassle
ment, last Saturday night, several of
the pizza drivers? They are college
my roommates and I decided it would
students just like yourself just trying
be different and interesting, so we
to pay their way through college workwent.
ing part time.
What transpired that night was the
epitomy of mismanagement and
It just doesn't make any sense trybordered on illegality.
ing to steal a pizza. The pizza is worth
First of all, the ad Included the
only $7-$8 usually compared to what
statements, "We still have the same
Jim Gagen happens when I catch you stealing
drink specials" and "2-for-l pitcher."
716 E. Wooster St. one; it is just not worth it! For examUnless their pitchers are usually $6
ple, there is a fine of $500 and 30 days
there was no 2 for 1 deal with pitchers.
in jail for petty theft. So take my warTo add to this farce, the owner raisning or leave it, but I have put 14 peoed the price for the pitchers from S3 to
ple in jail who haven't listened to my
$4 in the middle of the night when he
warning and I wouldn't mind increassaw the crowd was getting big.
ing that number at all!
Because of this the crowd was very
I deliver pizzas for one of the local
negatively boisterous when he made stores. This past weekend has prompCraig W. Conklln
announcements on the PA. Another ted me to write speaking out against
420 S. Summit St.
reason for the criticism was the fact
that the owner made the crowd wait DOONESBURY
for the highly demanded show to
begin.
SAVE IT UNTIL THE END OF
600P/OUS, CAPW
Then, when the audience was finally
THEN THERE'S NO
TUB GOME, HARRIS. IF REAGAN
THE ELECTION
getting what they came to see, he
PROBLEM. IT WAS
HON. HE'LL BETOOEXOTEPTO
RESULTS ARE
A VICTORY FOR
made them wait for a half-an-hour for
PLAT. IF CARTER WCN. WE'LL
FINALLY IN'
ANDERSON/
BE TOO DEPRESSED
the second match. Meanwhile he con\
V
tinuously made excuses for the lack of
action and asked the audience to be
patient.
During the peak hours of the night
the bar was packed beyond what one
would believe to be capacity. Because
of this many people who got in late
were standing in front of those who
had arrived earlier. The employees
made vain attempts to get those

Words to the wise
for pizza snitchers

Through all the staged hoopla, produced support and drivel of an election year, a few points of interest are
discernable.
It becomes evident that the game is
played for keeps. Getting an eye full of
security steps, preparations and
itineraries is only more proof that no
trouble and expense is too great to
gain votes, even if it's only a couple
hundred in Toledo.
ITS A battle fought tooth and nail;
the stakes are high. Sometimes the
voters and press (especially the press
since they travel with the candidiates
for as long as two years) are lulled into a state of complacency at election
time.
But a closer look at the process is
not only a good lesson in civics but
also is a good reflection of how the
system really works, how personalities are paired and of the tactful
use of the English language and
physical appearances.
It's a reflection that, through all the
hassles and broken images, cannot be
learned in a text book.

by Garry Trudeau
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Former Holocaust victim seeks Nazi captors
for trial as lesson to future generations
ple Monday about chasing Mengele around the
world and coming within hours of arresting him
TOLEDO-Simon Wiesenthal weighed only 90 seven times since 1959.
pounds when he was freed from the Nazi deathHE SAYS HE wants to leave Mengele with two
camp at Mauthausen May 5,1945. Since then, he choices: commit suicide, or turn himself in.
has dedicated his life to locating and bringing to
"The murderers will never rest. The only thing
trial the more than 160,000 persons who took part you can do for the future is to look on the trials
in the destruction of 11 million lives during the not from the point of view of the defendants, but
Holocaust.
as a warning to the murderers of tomorrow :
After World War n, Wiesenthal was shown a that neither time nor distance can help them
Jewish prayer book containing a hastily- escape justice."
scrawled note. It was written by a Jewish woman
Wiesenthal, 70, stressed that he is not
in the Warsaw ghetto before she was murdered motivated by hate or a thirst for vengence. His
by Nazi soldiers.
purpose is two-fold; first, to warn future
In her last words, she asked the world to murderers that they will not get away with
"never forget us, and never forgive our atrocity, and secondly, to ensure that future
murderers." Wiesenthal has been honoring the generations do not forget the Holocaust and its
woman's request for 35 years.
causes.
Wiesenthal said that lie is not a James Bond or
"Don't be surprised like our generation was
a Don Quixote; only a Jewish survivor of the surprised. Hatred plus technology were the inHolocaust.
gredients of our Holocaust- We thought that a
man with such crazy ideas had no chance; we onHOWEVER HE chooses to look at himself, the ly responded with jokes."
fact remains that from his Vienna office, with a
"THERE IS no law that says the next victims
staff of three and a monthly budget of $1,500, he of a Holocaust will be Jews; everyone must learn
has tracked down almost 1,000 Nazi criminals.
from our history."
He has caught Adolph Eichmann, mass
Wiesenthal suggested that people prepare for
murderer; Karl Silberbauer, the man who ar- the prevention of another Holocaust by closely
rested Anne Frank in Amsterdam; and Fritz watching the right-wing fringe groups.
Stangl, commandant of the Treblinka and
"Governments are ignoring the right(wing)
Sobibor concentration camps in Poland.
because of the left. Always they are blind to one
He is now engaged in an intensive search for eye," he said.
Josef Mengele, the Nazi who chose the victims
WIESENTHAL ESTIMATES that there are 5.5
for Auschwitz's gas chambers which claimed 2.5 million ex-members of Hitler's Nazi party still
million lives.
alive and they are the people he is attempting to
Wiesenthal told an audience of about 1,800 peo- track down.
by Rlc Farit

Most of them were just soldiers he said, but
there are an estimated 160,000 murderers from
the Holocaust who have yet to be caught.
Impeding Wiesenthal's efforts is the fact that
most of these people are tried as war criminals.
"The description of a war criminal hinders our
efforts because the Nazi criminals had very little
to do with the war. They wore uniforms but, they
weren't soldiers.
"A SOLDIER is fighting with the risk of kill or
be killed," he said. He described the Nazi
criminals as "desk murderers,"saying that during the Holocaust it was possible for the first time
for a man sitting behind a desk to pick up a phone
and order the murder of millions of people
without ever seeing his victims.
Wiesenthal said in his eyes the worst criminals
were those who weren't German because they
voluntarily joined the Nazi's and committed
mass murder.
These also are the criminals that he has the
least hope of convicting because most of the
witnesses against them live in eastern block
countries.
"The Soviets don't allow witnesses out because
they need the picture of big criminals living free
in the west for their propaganda."
Wiesenthal has vowed to continue his search
for criminals until his death, but admits that the
search will probably end after that. However, he
has taken steps to ensure that part of his
organization will survive.
"What will survive me is the branch for
worldwide observation of right wing groups."

Briefs.

Simon Wiesenthal

county results.

Panel on master's degrees

Flying Club to meet

"Should You Get A Master's Degree?" is the title of a
program today at 1 p.m. in the Alumni Suite, Union.
Sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi and the Accounting Club,
the panel discussion will include University administrators and present and former students. It is free
and public.

The University Flying Club will meet today at 8:30
p.m. in 100 Business Adminstration Bldg. General information and fund raising will be discussed.

December grads listed
A list of all undergraduate students who have applied
for December graduation is posted in the first floor
bulletin board of the Administration Building. Those
students should check for the accuracy of their names
and degrees.

Information concerning the auditions for the three
concert bands and the winter quarter athletic band is
posted outside the Band Office, 1010 Musical Arts
Center. Audition times will be posted Nov. 17 with auditions expected to begin Nov. 24. Interested students with
prior playing experience should stop by the Band Office
or call 372-2181.

Faculty recital planned

Gay Union to meet

Tubist Ivan Hammond and percussionist Wendell
Jones will give a faculty recital at 8 p.m. today in Bryan
Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. The program is free.

The Bowling Green Gay Union will meet today in the
Taft Room, Union, at 8:30 p.m. to discuss its logo and
newsletter.

Band auditions

President-elect Ronald Reagan, 55.2
percent to Carter's 33.6 percent. Independent candidate John Anderson
pulled 9.8 percent of the vote in the
county-a few percentage points
higher than his national averageprimarily because of the college vote.
In the U.S. senator race, John
Glenn, the incumbent Democrat,
grabbed 60.7 percent of the Wood

Glenn.

from page 1

County vote compared to Republican
challenger James Betts' 37.8 percent.
In the state supreme court races,
Clifford Brown, with 56.6 percent of
the Wood County vote, beat David
Dowd, Jr. for chief justice. Andy
Douglas gained a supreme court position by grabbing 69 percent of the vote
to defeat Robert Wilson. John Potter,
who ran unopposed, was elected to the

other supreme court post.
Wood County supported state Issue
1, the proposed law which would not
create two different classes of land
and adjustment tax, with 53.9 percent
for the law and 46.2 against. In the
more controversial state Issue 2 race,
which would reconstruct state taxes,
Wood County overwhelmingly voted
against the law, 77.6 percent to 22.4.

Irom page 1

Republicans had needed a net gain
of two seats to end the Democrats' 18
to 15 edge in the upper chamber.
Also, Democrats were attempting to
retain their tight grip on the Ohio
House by repelling Republican raids
in the districts of majority
lawmakers. Several Democrats were
trailing Republican challengers in key

battles as the GOP was seeking a net
Incumbent Ohio Supreme Court
gain of nine seats.
Justice Robert Holmes of Columbus
In Ohio Supreme Court battles, held a commanding 70 to 30 percent
Chief Justice Frank Celebrezze pulled lead over Democratic challenger
sharply ahead of Republican Judge Lawrence Grey of Athens.
challenger Judge Sara Harper of Veteran campaigner Judge Clifford
Cleveland with a 61 to 39 percent Brown of Norwalk held a slight 52 to 48
margin with 23 percent of the percent lead over Associate Justice
precincts tabulated.
David Dowd Jr.

A cur
ABOVE.

(Presenting our Designer Diamond Collection.)*

A
This week only, ArtCarved presents its
/' dramatic new college ring concept for women
in 10K and 14K gold. On display only while
the ArtCarved representative is on campus.
The new Designer Diamond Collection,
reflecting the importance, value, and rare
beauty ol genuine diamonds, is an
ArtCarved innovation.
This collection is also available with a new
diamond substitute, Cubic Zirconia, which
creates the same dazzling elegance for less

7IKK7IRVED

^COLLEGE RINGS
Symbolizing your ability to achieve.

Through Friday, November 7

DESIGNER
DIAMOND

COLLECTION

Hours: 10:00-4:00

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: 8:00 - 5:00 Monday - Friday
9:00 - 5:00 -- Saturday
'also available with Cubic Zirainia. a diamond substitute
IVpr.it r,c|iiln-<l Mtlltr QnnlUM VfeM .KVepted

Student tickets:
*5.00 and 3.50

© IHWI AnCarv.-d GiUeg.- Rin«s

November 10, 1980 at 8:00 r
p.m.
KOBACKER

HALL

.
.„.
.
Box Office Number

372-0171
Musical Arts Center. B.G.S.U.
Tickets available by calling Kobacker Hall Box Office between 10 and 4
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays or between 1 and 7 Tuesdays and Thursdays.
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Mime emphasizes relationship of performer, audience
by Marie Citterino

Peter Lobdell is a firm believer in
the saying, "actions speak louder than
words."
The curly-haired professional mime
has been performing at various locations around the University this week,
captivating audiences with his silent
talents.
Although his type of acting is labeled pantomime which he defines as
"the use of technique to create a
special magic," Lobdell places more
emphasis on the relationship between
the performer and the audience rather
than on particular techniques.
"I'm interested in telling stories,"
Lobdell said." I can take a space here
and out there and combine them to
share a direct moment in time between performance and the audience
in a way that mixes them together.
EVEN THOUGH the stage is his
career now, Lobdell admitted that acting has not always been a dream of
his. About six years ago, the lanky
theatrical genius got started in the
world of drama leaving behind a
teaching career.
"Thetheater is a caller, especially
when you do it the crazy way that I do.
This kind of work really makes me
feel whole, in learning to transform
your whole self into a character that
an audience can be a part of," he said.
He admitted that while drinking
wine and acting are two of his favorite
things to do, he'd rather be doing
something else if he could, thus
eliminating the long hours of practice,
aching muscles, and constant striving
for perfection.
"I THINK IT'S such a goof that I'm
actually doing what I'm doing," he
said. If I had my way I'd be back on
Broadway right now."
But Lobdell confessed that making
the rounds as a Broadway aspirant
isn't what he had in mind as an actor.
"I didn't like having to audition for
a part or wait for someone to call me
when they needed me I couldn't stand

having to wait for someone to choose
me to do my own work," he said.
Lobdell said he thinks that good performing comes from believing in
yourself. He added that he considers
himself a "physical kind of actor
creating pieces that have their own little lives and personalities."
ALTHOUGH SOME of his rountines
are modeled from ideas in stories or
from other works, most of the ideas
come straight from his thoughts.
"When I get an idea, it germinates
in my head for a while until I can start
working on it. Then I just start dancing around until the act is complete,
which usually takes about two or three
weeks," he said.
He explained that the most important tool in his act is the
"psychophysical linkage between the
concentration and the body."
"It's not just a thought process, but
a thought movement process - I
create images through music which
was made to enrich the narrative
through sensory impact," he said.
PERFORMANCES at colleges
around the country will be taking up
most of his time in the future, but in
between shows Lobdell said he intends
to continue teaching acting of motion
at the Shakesspeare Conservatory in
New York, and the Eugene O'Neil
Center in Watertown, Conn.
Lobdell said the theater is unique
because acts such as his allows a person to become more aware of his
body.
"Theater requires you to come in
contact with the good and bad parts of
your own body that most people don't
get to meet.
"The stage is a risky place. When
you walk out there you're calling on
concentration to focus upon one part
of yourself - not the total person that
the public sees. Theater is giving one
slice of yourself at a time," he said.
Lobdell said he probably will continue to practice mime. "Certainly I
can't use words to describe my act,"
he said. "You'll just have to see it to
believe it."

staff photo by Dale Omort
Peter Lobdell, a professional mime, performs in front of a small
crowd in the Commuter Center. Lobdell, who has been displaying his

silent talents at various locations on campus this week, began his
career In drama after leaving teaching six years ago.
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ELECTION NOTICE

Applications for

Education Majors
Including All Hearing
Impaired, EMR, TMH,
AndLBD

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS

■

Applications:

Planning To Student Teach Fall,
Winter, Or Spring, 1981-1982?

Vote on Wednesday , November 12 ,
in the union foyer from 9a.m. to 6 p.m.
to elect four (4) undergraduate
students and one (1) graduate
student as at-large members of
ACGFA. All registered undergraduate
and graduate students are eligble
to vote. Bring your BGSU I.D. and
validation card.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1980
ALUMNI SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION

MEETING AT
8:30. 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 am
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 pm
ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING
■^^<

TONIGHT
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

Live At '
AAMS

'JAJLS

2 for 1 and NO COVER ALL NITE!

DUI NOV. 7, 1980

At UAO Office.
Any Junior or Senior may apply.
For more info call Bob Rotatori
372-2343

You are required to attend a
sign-up and information meeting:

VOTE ACGFA

(OMICRON DELTA KAPPA)
—National Leadership Honorary
„OYAje.AvsuJable at:
—405 Student Services Bldg.
—UAO Office, 3rd Floor—Union
—Registrar's Office

SOAR j^ WITH
GO SAILPLANING ON
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9th!
Sign up in the UAO office
now thru November 7th.
$3 transportation fee
due at this time.

FOR MORE INFO —
(.
CONTACT UAO

Delta Zeta
announces the 2nd
annual All Campus
Volleyball
Tournament.
Saturday Nov. 8 8:00-5:00
in the Student Rec Center
Vote for your favorite Houseparent
Nov. 5, 6, and 7
in the Union Foyer from 10-4
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Women grapplers grope in grimy gook
by Stephen Hudak

Ali Ibrahim screamed at the
capacity crowd Saturday night inside Charlie's Blind Pig, 1616 E.
Wooster St., from atop the jukebox.
"Just four more minutes," he
squealed, holding up three fingers.
A drunk and hungry crowd
screamed back. "Quit milking us
Ali! Bring on the girls!"
The back door creeped opened. A

'I don't find this
very entertaining. I
find the whole idea
disgusting.'
white light pierced the smoky
darkness of the bar. From the light
emerged the night's second set of
fighters - a brown-haired girl in
shorts and a one-strap red top, and
a short-haired blonde in gray gym
shorts and a black top.
The crowd guzzled beer and
pounded on the tables.
THE GIRLS oozed into the ring,
7-by-7 foot pen filled with one foot of
"right from the farm" mud.
Referee Grant Tansel, a Bowling
Green policeman instructed the
girls to have "a good, clean fight."
Once in the pen, the ladies-Mary
Nilges, a University student and

former rugby player, and Janet
Kellermeier, an elementary education major-stalked each other like
Sumo wrestlers, slipping and
sliding in the shallow slop.
Suddenly, Nilges executed a flying Batman-tackle and dropped
Kellermeier in the mud, rolling her
over and over as the crowed yelled
instructions to them.
"Grab her by the breasts."
"Smear her face in the stuff."
SLINGING MUD like politicians,
the girls attacked each other, the
audience and the nearby walls.
Finally, Nilges flattened
Kellermeier with a sprawling twohand grab and throw that left her
opponent wallowing in the muckThree minutes after the start of
their match, the ladies, a little
weary and a lot muddy, but no
worse for the wear and tear except
for bloody knees, trudged off to the
showers at the nearby Howard
Johnson's.
Backstage, looking like a soiled
Miss America, Nlkki Vescovi, the
unofficial winner of the first bout,
smiled through muddy teeth.
"WAS IT good? Did we put on a
good show?" she asked, shivering,
as Ibrahim rinsed her with a bucket
of warm water.
Vescovi, a University Junior

visual communications tecnnology
major, said she didn't have the
"slightest idea" why many persons
in the audience were men.
But a disgusted woman who wished to be identified as "Lisa, a friend
of one of the wrestlers," said she
knows why.

Brown, another University student,
said.
Bob Leady, a self-described
regular at the bar, thought the
wrestlers presented a "great
show." and Russ Wait, who was
visiting the bar for the first time,
said the ladies brought him out.

"They're sexist. What they're doing here is sexist. Just listen to
those guys," she said.

Sitting in the front row, Tim
McGinty, a University graduate
assistant in geology, claimed he
was there only "because I know the

"I DONT find this very entertaining. I find the whole idea
disgusting," Lisa said.
But another woman, Vicki Lilly
disagreed. "It's pretty exciting.
And it's all in fun. But I don't think
it's for me," she said.
Informed that the girls were paid
(25 for their three-minute mud
bout, Lilly said she wasn't "that
hard up, but for fifty I'd do it"
Most of the men said the first
match was dull with little action,
the second the best, and the
heavyweight match featuring
"Animal" the barmaid, "slightly
disgusting."
"ROOKIES," Tim Reese, a
University business student, said of
the first set of wrestlers. "Really
dull and not enough action."
' "In the first match, I think they
were friends. They were laughing,
and really unprofessional," Steve

'It's pretty exciting. And it's all in
fun.'
owner of the bar.
"I'M LEAVING after the second
bout because I think it's deplorable
when they use women like this," he
said.
"It's terrible when they exploit
women to get people into bars, but
of course, this is BG," McGinty
said, beer dripping from his beard.
Bar manager, Ibrahim, who has
tried everything from three-for-one
nights and belly dancing to
bluegrass bands and remodeling to
attract customers, said the night
was a success because "everyone
had fun."

Evidence suppressed
against former instructor
in final exam scam case
by Diane Rado
•taff reporter

The only felony case associated with last spring quarter's stolen exam inventigation was squelched last Friday, when retired Wood County Common Pleas
Court Judge Kenneth Adams ruled in favor of a motion to suppress evidence
against former University management instructor Carl Bertrams Jr.
Bertrams was charged last March for possessing an oil painting owned by
Norma Johnson, a graduate student in the University's Fine Arts Department.
Acting on a motion filed last May, Adams ruled that the painting may not be
admitted as evidence in trial based on a "plain view" doctrine.
The officer who seized the painting did not immediately recognize the painting as stolen at the time, and this violates the doctrine, Adams said in an eightpage decision on the motion to suppress.
IN THE hearing on the motion last July, IX. William Fox of the city police admitted he did not know immediately that the painting was stolen, only that he
suspected this when he seized the painting in a closet in Bertrams' apartment.
But Myron Chenault, University associate vice president for legal, staff and
contract relations, who was with Fox at the time, said, "I thought the painting
was stolen. It was suspicious to me for a painting of that quality to be kept in a
closet."
"There was never a question that the painting was stolen," John Callahan,
Bertrams' Toledo lawyer said.
But possession of the painting by Bertrams did not indicate that his client
stole it, Callahan added.
BERTRAMS' WAS the last criminal case filed in connection with the investigation last spring which was prompted by the March raid of three oncampus fraternity houses and three off-campus apartments by city police and
Campus Safety and Security in search of stolen examinations.
Twenty-three charges had been filed in Municipal Court against five University students, a graduate assistant and Bertrams, after the raid.
Eighteen of the charges were dismissed through plea bargaining last summer, and - for those remaining - $250 was the steepest fine and two years the
longest probation period imposed.
Six of seven charges filed against Bertrams in Municipal Court had been
dismissed, and he was charged $50 in court costs after pleading no contest to a
charge of receiving stolen law books from the Wood County Law Library.

CONGRATULATIONS

rft tywot Scot, , ,

to the New
GAMMA PHI BETA ACTIVES
Laurie Brodbeck
Connie Frey
Sue Gurski

Great Scot

"We 'peatetne Svtvtce

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

k

PU&

PRICES GOOD THRU NOVEMBER 9,1980

Karen Hackett
Pam Hartman
Jan Lawrence
Rhonda Nungester
Kelly Potter
Karen Rudge
Sue Schultz
And Speciol Recognition to
KELLY POTTER
Outstanding Pledge

372-2601
STUDENT NIGHT SPECIAL
EVERY THURSDAY!!
All
STUDINTS .

$1.00

A SUSPENSE THRILLER!
THEY THOUGHT THEY HAD
BURIED HER FOREVER!
CHARLTON HESTON AND
SUSANNAH YORK IN
•THE AWAKENING"
SHOWING AT 7:30 * 9:20
NOW THRUTHURSDA,
THE MOTION PICTURE
SMASH HIT OF THE YEAR!
CHRIS MAKEPEACE
RUTH GORDON
"MY BODYGUARD"
AT 7:30 * 9:20 P.M.

US DA "CHOOSY CHOICE" BEEF!
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

TOTAL SAVINGS!

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
1-800-438-8039

1616 WOOSTER STJ

MEN'S JEANS

(ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM)
S<HtU4. StUff
REGULAR OR DIET

iE

THE
€0?TSH0P
PRINTINGS

PRICBS SLASHED!

TYPING SERVICES

904 E. Woostar

FALCON HOUSE

PEPSI
$109

8/16-OZ
BOTTLES

Plus Deposit

I

plus deposit

S&HU4- StUff
GROUND FRESH DAILY
MATH AND
SCIENCE MAJORS

'RESUMES
•DATA SHEETS
'FLYERS ft
POSTERS
'BUSINESS
CARDS
'RESEARCH
PAPERS
•WEDDING
INVITATIONS
•THESIS "FORMS

"HOURS"
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30
Sat. 9 a.m.-noon
352-4068
U7'/i E. Court

So*Ul4 StUff

IMPERIAL

R
A

AIR FORCE
ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS
A limited number ol
scholarships art
a valla bin lor Math and
Sclencs Majors to
racalve a second dagraa
in ELECTRICAL,
AERONAUTICAL or
ASTRONAUTICAL
anglnaaring. Contact
Frank Zarzour lor a
personal Interview
through tha University
Plscamant Oil lea or call
352 5138.

o*

GROUND
BEEF

$118
LB.
ANY SIZE PACKAGE

U.S.D.A. GRADE "A"

MARGARINE
QUARTERS
1-LB.
CTN.

48

c

S<UtU4- StUff

EXTRA LARGE
EGGS

•

DOZEN

Oc
I

S<UUt4 StUff

EKLEBERR Y'S FRESH

"CHOOSY CHOCE" CENTER CUT

MIXED
FRYER PARTS

CHUCK
ROAST

•18°

OKN MW-8 *.m.-19.m.

$138
LB.

SUNDAY
10 A.M.- 10 P.M.
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Revisions in financial aid programs
to lighten money burden on students
The interest rate for the Guaranteed Student Loan Program also increased from 7 to 9 percent, and first-time
borrowers must begin repayment six, rather than nine,
months after graduation, according to the bill.
This change, however, will not go into effect until Jan.
1,1981.

by Diane Redo
slalf reporter

The financial burden of higher education may be
lighter for college students who take advantage of
several aid programs revised and expanded by a $48.4
billion authorization bill passed by Congress in
September.
The bill, known as The Higher Education Amendments
of 1980, revises legislation for financial aid programs
established in 1976, and is effective for the next five
years.
Some revisions in programs became effective last
month, after President Jimmy Carter signed the bill into
law.
Students now can receive Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG) and Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants (SEOG) for as long it takes them to
acquire an undergraduate degree. Before the bill,
students were not eligible for the grants after 12 quarters.

STUDENTS WHO apply for the loan now or who applied under the old rate still may borrow under the
7-percent interest rate, Smith said.
He added that the incresed interest rates and decreased time for repayment probably will not effect the
volume of loans issued next year.
Joyce Dunagan, associate director of the National
Association of Student Financial Aid, said she would not
comment on whether the new interest rates would affect
students negatively in the long run.
For the 1981-82 academic year, the bill authorizes that
students may be awarded up to $1,900 for BEOG's,
replacing the current $1,800 limit. In the 1985-66 academic
year, the ceiling will be raised to $2,600.

THIS NEW eligibility rule will affect many University
students, said Beryl Smith, University director of financial aid and student employment.
'We had quite a few students who had used up their 12
quarters of eligibility and can now apply." he said.
Also included in the bill, and effective since last month,
is a requirement that colleges and universities pay the
federal minimum wage of $3.10 an hour to students
employed under the College Work-Study Program. These
students must be paid $3.35 an hour when the minimum
wage increases in January, according to the bill.
The University has been paying its Work-Study
employees the minimum wage since July 1, Smith said.

ALSO, THE maximum award for SEOG's raised from
$1,500 to $2,000 by the bill.
Recipients of Guaranteed Student Loans still are
limited to a maximum of $2,500 each year, but the bill
raises the cumulative loan limit to $12,500.
For the NDSL program, the bill authorizes $400 million
in 1981, and increases appropriations to $625 million by
1985.
But according to Dunagan, the bill merely authorizes
these new amounts, and appropriations must follow.
"THE AUTHORIZATION levels are first, the appropriations are second, and I can't say how closely the
appropriation amounts will follow the bill money is tight
right now," she said.
She added that Congress already has begun working on
appropriating funds for the programs, but work may be
postponed until after January.

BUT HE added that when the wage is increased in
January, the number of jobs available to students will be
reduced.
The number of hours each student works also may be
cut when the increase occurs, Smith said.
University Vice President Richard Edwards agreed
that the wage increase may affect the number of jobs
available through the Work-Study program.
"It's just another impact on the budget, and it could
make for fewer jobs," Edwards said.

The amendments also establishes a new program to
allow parents to borrow up to $3,000 a year for each
dependent child in college.
But Smith said the Ohio Student Loan Commission does
not believe that the program can begin in the state until
later next year at the earliest.
The bill also establishes that a single application form
be filled out to determine a student's eligibility for basic
opportunity grants and campus-based aid programs, and
that application will be processed free. Now, students
must pay $5 to have a needs-analysis processed.

ALSO SINCE last month, students receiving, for the
first time, National Direct Student I,oans (NDSL) will
have to begin repaying the loans six months after graduation at a 4-percent interest rate.
Before the amendments, borrowers began NDSL
payments nine months after graduation at a 3-percent interest rate.

CHARLIE'S BLIND

LOST ft FOUND
LOST: Navy Blue Leather Key
Chain with various Keys. Call
ITfrftlii if found. NEEDED
DESPERATELYJ
SERVICES OFFERED
Expert typing, reasonable rates.
35? 7305
Bruce Hetlin will be taking out
door Portraits by Proof Chapel
Nov 6 & Nov 7 3 00 TO 5 00 p m
HAVING LANGUAGE PRO
BLEMS?
Native German will tutor in German, French or Russian. Also
avail lor translation 352 8055
PERSONALS
We thought we'd be spooked by
evil spirits. But instead we were
greeted by only the best. Thanks
Phi Tau's tor a Happy (HIC!)
Halloween. The Goo Phoo Boo's
Luanne, I just wanted you to
know that I think you are super. I
am so glad you're my cresc**nt
big because I'd be lost without
you. You have been a great help
through pledging so far, and you
have made me feel wanted in our
house. Thanks for everything!
Keep your chin up the quarter's
almost ovor Love y,i Shern
Sarri, to an excellent Big:
Happy 2lst Toots!
7 more months for me!
Love, your little, Teresa.
D Z.'s: Thanks tor the Halloween
treat. The tea was fun, let's get
together again. Brothers of
Sigma Chi
Brothers of Sigma Chi, The wed
ding is on for Saturday night. Are
you going to be there? Get a date
and get psyched tor the wildest
wedding ever.
3 more days tit CheeOmunga
GET PSYCHED
Need CASH!! Sell your old class
ring, gold, silver or coins. Paying
top cash prices. Security provided. Holiday Inn on Wooster. Friday ft Saturday 10 7, Sunday 10-5.
International Precious Commodities.
Who will be the Big Man on Cam
pus? Cast your vote in the Union
Foyer. Nov 10 14 ZTAZTAZTA
KD, KD, KD spring pledges
Your songs were great
Your act first rate.
For you we all wait.
Thanks for the serenades.
KD Love. The Sisters.
True Blue Sue and Tracy Lee:
Who made the salad on Hallo
ween night? Was it us and Cana
dianClub? Maybe next time we'll
try vodka and Blue Cheese. Fine,
Fine, Janki.
Karen Rodge, Congrats on going
active into Gamma Beta Phi, I
mean Gamma Phi Beta! Now
that you are a real one, you can
even talk to me! ( Love Your
Roomie.

Lore Winoker Your big is wat
ching you • get psyched tor the
Big Hunt! Alpha Phi Love,??'
Men of BG Beware! D.G.'s are
ready to round up and lasso their
dates 'or Kidnap this Sat
RUNNER'S WORLD 1981
CALENDARS AT THE
FALCON HOUSE NOW.
NICE CHRISTMAS GIFT.
CHEE OMUNGA.
CHEE
OMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA,
CHEE
OMUNGA
CHEE OMUNGA,
CHEE
OMUNGA
To the 96 members of Delta Zeta
Get psyched for the volleyball
tournament this weekend! All the
work will be worth it
Sigma Chi's. You spook the best
with the DZ's. Halloween was a
scarey night thanks to you! Love,
the DZ's

Date Wed. Nov. 5
Time 8:00 pm
Place Campus Rm, Union
Topic
Programs tor Hiring
Hard Core Unemployables
(Film)
free & open to all
Hair unlimited, 143 W. Wooster.
Precision blow cut S8.50. Com
pare at 4U 00 353 3281
Attention Alpha Delta Pi
Neophytes Activation is draw
ing near. Pledging is almost
through and so we want you girls
'o hear your sisters all love you!!
Have'fun during friendship week
DG'5: you really lit our pum
pkms Friday, we think you're
great Sig Ep's.
Ann Marie Masse Get psyche*d
tor the big hunt Love, Your Big
Barbecue Chicken SI.99. Includes
Salad Bar, Thursday 4 7:30. Cor
ner Kitchen.

Vote
tor
your
favorite
houseparent in the Union Foyer
from 10-4, on Nov. 5, 6 and 7. Win
ner will be announced during the
OZ Volleyball Tournament Sat.
at lt:00 a.m. in the Student Rec.
Center.
Come and see the 2nd annual
Volleyball Tournament Sat Nov.
8, from 8 5 in the Student Rec.
Center. AM campus teams will
compete for the title
Tekes are the greatest! Love
your volleyball coaches. Lynn &
Lisa

CHICAGO XMAS TRIP Oec.
12 14
Sign up today from
9.30 3:30. First Floor BA $30
deposit required. For Info. Call
Tom 352 0420
GAMMA PHI'S, Deb ft Missy are
our names We'll help you win
your games "Cause we've got
the spirit and we'll lei everyone
hear it
The DZ Volleyball
Tourney is the place where you
will play your ace GET PSYCH
ED!!" your coaches
Barbecue Chicken S2.99. Includes
Salad Bar. Thursday 4 7:30. Corni i Kitchen.

Tekes are gonna win the DZ
Volleyball Tournament Good
Luck guys! Love. Lisa 8. Lynn
ALPHA PHI PLEDGES: Tonight
is the Big Hunt and around cam
pus you'll run Oh! It's so much
fun! So, dress warm lor it will be
awhile 'til you return to your
dorm. Love, Your bigs
Alpha Phi's Let's make m
day's
date
party
the
wildest
Get Psyched!!
Lori C Just a note of thanks for
being the best secret pal. Your
little treats and words of cheer
sure were a boost during those
long gone days of pledging! LOW
Karen
Come to Ski Club's Sk. Swap
Good Buys
Low Prices All
Welcome. Nov. 9 (Sun.) Student
Services Forum 12 5pm. More In
formation call Ginny 352 4371.
Munch with the bunch at WFAL,
680 am. The AM THAT ISN'T
comes to the cafeterias
All That Jazz on WFAL Wednes
day at 10 am. Jazz Ma Tazz on 680
am. The AM that isn't, WFAL
Rock with the Jock at WFAL
John Husbands Sat. 10 1.680am.
WFAL. The AM that isn't.
Sport the AM tti.it isn't Wf AL
hits the Rec Center Friday.
November 7 WFAL, 680am
A.S.P.A. Mtg. (Student Person
nei Club)

Parties! Parties! Parties!
Planning A Private Round Up?
rry it at Lonqbranch Saloon.
Call*SCOrt 352 5713.
Beat the Chill with our Flannel
Shirts, Vests, Warm ups & Jeans
at The Falcon House, 904 E.
Wooster
NEXT TO NEW SHOP Clothing
8. housewarcs priced low. Open
Tues. 10 4 ft Fri.- 17:30. St
Aioysius School 2nd Floor
? Sirloins for $6.69. Wednesday
Night 4-7.30. Corner Kitchen.
CUSTOMIZED
T SHIRTS.
Jerseys and Sportswear. Group
lOT date parties, dorms,
ilty sorority Low Cost
Fast Delivery Call Tim 352 2769.
2 Sirlo.ns lor S6.69. Wednesday
Night J /30. Corner Kitchen.
Fmbalmmg Hours at Sub Me
Ourk 5 7pm 143 E Wooster. No
live music, hut no cover charge.
Sigma Nu* Get ready for some
fun this week 'cause the
volleyball tournament is drawing
near! See you on the court. Love,
Your Coaches Brenda and Kim.
Barbecue Chicken 12.99. Includes
s.il.ttMl.ir Thursday 4 7:30. Corner Kitchen
2 Smini Mr $4.6* Wednesday
N.ght. 4 7:30. Corner Kitchen
tuber's Wash House, 250
N Mam, Open 24 hours daily.

Special Membership $20 at Hair
Unllmited's
TANNING
CENTER. 143 W. Wooster.
353 3281,,
___
Melissa Burell, GOOD LUCK this
weekend!! We'll all be thinking
about you. Love. Your Sisters.
WANTED
2 F. looking for 1 bdrm. apt.
avail Wtr, Sprg. Qtrs. Call
353 4555 ask for Kim or Liz
2 to subl. apt. close to campus
316 E. Merry, #5. Call 352 8341 or
352 4832,
1 F. rmte needed wtr. ft sprg.
qtrs. Rockledge Manor. Call
352 4*32.
1 F. rmte. for Wtr. Qtr. $270 per
qtr. Furn. Close to campus. Call
Cindy or Julia at 354 1048. _
HELP WANTED
ELECTRICIANS APPREN
TICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
(Men ft Women) The Toledo
Joint Electricians' Appren
ticeship and Training Committee
will accept applications for ap
prenficeship from November 3,
1980 to December 5, 1980. Ap
plications will be available at the
Apprenticeship and Training Of
flee, 4427 Talmadge Road,
Franklin Square, Second Floor,
Toledo, Ohio (just south of
Monroe Street) between the
hours of 10:30 a.m. and 12:30
afternoon, Monday through Fri
day. If you are between 18 and 26
(inclusive) years of age, (a 4
year adjustment for active
military service is available to
veterans), have at least a 10th
grade education, have a math
and Science background and are
in good physical and mental con
dition, you qualify to apply for
said program. "You must apply
in person." "An Equal Oppor
tunity Employer "
FOR SALE
•73 Nova, 4dOOr, A/C, low
mileage, excellent shape.
Barb 352 324>. ^
Magnavox Component STEREO
Turntable, tuner, speakers 2 EPI
bookshelf speakers, Hitatchi
single component Stereo
AM/FM. Strack, cassette 2
speakers. Best offers. Call
352 0821
"72" Plymouth Fury, 4 door Ex
eel. cond. 1 yr. paint job. New
parts. Best offer. Call Lisa 2 1428
19" Zenith Color Television set.
Works good. $100. 352 896).
FOR HINT
2 bdrm., 2 person apt. furn., all
util pd $275/mo. starting Wintr.
qtr 352 4890.
.
.
Apt, for rent. Close to caanpus
Pref Couple 3521170 $190/mo.
Beautiful big room for a M or F
student. $100 ft 1/2 of util. 2Vi blks
from BGSU. Call 352 6421.

STADIUM PLAZA
THURSDAY NIGHT: LADIES NIGHT -•

YES...THERE IS A PLACE FOR YOU IN ONE OF OUR
UNIVERSITY BANDS!!!

1/3 PRICE

WITH NO COVER FOR THE LADIES
s

FRIDAY NIGHT: TALENT NIGHT - 50.00 PRIZE

Membership in our three Concert Bands and Athletic Band is open
to all university students who have some prior playing experience. Interested students are invited to stop by the Band Office, Room 1010,
Musical Arts Center, or telephone 372-2181, Ext. 249 to indicate your
intentions and get the answers to questions you may have regarding
band membership and auditions for the band you are interested in.
The Athletic Band rehearses two or three times during Winter
Quarter and participating students play for a selected number of
Hockey and Basketball games.

NO COVER

SATURDAY NIGHT: MORE FEMALE MUDWRESTLING AT '8 PER MINUTE
INTERESTED WOMEN CALL 352-7469

YES...BGSU DOES HAVE AN ATHLETIC BAND AND THREE
CONCERT BANDS!!!

5 daysale

Thursday. Friday, and Saturday Only!

WEDNESDAY
SAMPLER

imtfut4ifV*i iMt*tmtfl»|Mi
,-us. pnrralM IdmaiMlv1

at

Last chance before Christmas!

FREE
MONOGRAM MING
Available On All Basic
Crew neck - V-neck - Cowl

PAGLIAI'S
EAST
...$2.00
From 5-9 af PAGLIAI'S EAST,
get 1 cheese shell,

Sweaters
Misses'-Juniors'

smothered in our MEAT
AUCE, plus garlic bread
for only $2.00

liars

- Mm 2-3 Witks lor DtHwry -

HOURS
M on -Wed
11 am - 2am

105 S. Main

353-9802

LONGBRANCH
SALOON
Tues: Ladies night - 2 for 1 all evening
Wed: Quarter mixed drinks

8-9:30

Thur: Double Buffalo - Draft beer
8-9:30
Fri: 2 for 1 - Draft beer
8-9:30

1 meat shell, and 1
square of lasagna,

Regular Price

Happy Hours Menu at the

Thurs-Sat

llom-3am

Sunday

4 pm-Midnight

Sat: Double Buffalo - Draft beer
8-9:30
SUN: Open 2:00 pm

Football Specials

• Game room on second floor*

LONGBRANCH
SALOON
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Elsewhere.
They are waiting for U.S. response to conditions set

Iran celebrates anniversary of hostage capture
by the Associated Press

Tens of thousands of Iranians
rallied at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran
yesterday, marking the first anniversary of its capture with celebration,
revolutionary rhetoric and flaming effigies of the man whose future was being decided by American voters.
The Iranian Foreign Ministry,
meanwhile, pressed the Carter ad-

ministration for a quick, public
response to its conditions for release
of the 52 U.S. hostages, now beginning
their second year in captivity. U.S. officials have said the conditions will be
studied carefully before a response is
made. They have warned against expectations of a quick solution.
The demonstrators shouted "Death
to American Imperialism" and carried placards reading "shame on

Carter." Papier-mache renderings of
the U.S. president were set ablaze
under sunny skies and brightlycolored banners denouncing the
United States.
The demonstrators included Iranian
troops and revolutionary guards,
many carrying rifles with flowers protruding from the barrels, and
thousands of school children. Western
reporters said. Estimates of the size

of the crowd ranged from tens of
thousands by the reporters to hundreds of thousands by the official Iranian news agency Pars.

scattered them around the country
following an aborted U.S. rescue attempt April 25. Recent reports,
however, say most are now at the embassy. Three of the hostages have
been in the custody of the Iranian
Foreign Ministry since the Nov. 4,
1979, takover.
The reporters said no one was allowed in the embassy buildings.
PRIME Minister Mohammad Ali

SPEECHES inside the 27-acre embassy coumpound were bradcast outside, and Western reporters said the
rally could be heard for blocks.
Presumably, it also could be heard
by some of the hostages. Iran claims it

Rejai said regardless of the outcome
of the hostage matter the United
States would remain Iran's No. 1
enemy. "The U.S. will continue its
assault against us," he said.
Yesterday, Iran's Foreign Ministry
said a U.S. government note delivered
by the Swiss ambassador in Tehran on
Monday contained "some provisions .
. . which are contrary" to the
demands, Pars reported.

From tax cuts to mourning doves, voters decide on propositions
by the Associated Press

Tax cuts, restrictions on nuclear
plants, limits on smoking in public,
and a plan to let hunters shoot mourning doves were among ballot
measures that voters considered in 42
states yesterday.
Eighteen states had taxing or spending limits on ballots, many of them
modeled after California's Proposition 13 passed 2% years ago which

rolled property taxes back, then capped them in the future.
In Michigan, three separate proposals vied for approval. The biggest
tax cut appeared in the so-called
"Tisch proposal," which would roll
back property taxes to 1978 levels,
then slice them in half.

percent of market values.
Iowans considered whether to hold a
constitutional convention, with the
main impetus a desire to draft a constitutional amendment that would
permanently cut taxes.

Washington and West Virginia.
Washington, D.C., voters considered starting the process for the
nation's capital to become the 51st
state.

Also considering tax or spending
limits were Arizona, Arkansas, LouiIN MASSACHUSETTS, a heavily siana, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
taxed state, Proposition 2'i would Nevada, New Jersey, North Dakota,
gradually reduce property taxes to 2V4 Oregon, South Dakota, Utah,

D.C. voters joined West Virginia,
Texas and Missouri in deciding
whether to allow bingo or raffles by
nonprofit charity or civic service
groups. Colorado and Arizona voted
on state-run lotteries.

SOUTH DAKOTANS weighed a pro- of radioactive waste were on ballots in
posal to lift an eight-year ban on hun- Missouri, Oregon, South Dakota and
ting mourning doves.
Montana.
In Kansas City, Mo., voters debated
An initiative in Washington state
water fluoridation.
would eventually ban importation of
In 33 Massachusetts communities, nuclear waste into the state except
voters were asked in a non-binding medical waste.
referendum whether future nuclear
Eugene, Ore., voters considered
plant development should be halted.
Measures aimed at limiting or whether law enforcement against perhalting nuclear power development sonal use and cultivation of marijuana
until safer means are found to dispose should be reduced.

Day in review.
Iraq offers to pull out of Iran
BAGHDAD, Iraq-Iraqi President Saddam Hussein,
whose troops have captured a large chunk of
southwestern Iran in six weeks of war, offered yesterday
to withdraw the invasion if the Iranians recognize Iraqi
"rights" to control of the Shatt al-Arab river.
If the Iranians do not accede, Iraq will fight on and its
demands may increase, Hussein told the Iraqi National
Assembly.
"War always produces additional rights for the conqueror," he said in a speech.
Iran rejects Iraqi territorial claims, including the
claim to full sovereignty over the Shatt al-Arab, the
disputed waterway that separates the two countries at
the head of the Persian Gulf.

There was no immediate reaction from Iran to Hussein's statement, but the Iranians have refused to consider a cease-fire until after Iraqi troops are withdrawn
from Iranian territory.
The development came as an effort by the Non-Aligned
Movement to mediate an end to the war broke down.
On the battlefront, the Iraqis claimed their forces had
"massacred" an Iranian brigade that tried to break out
of the besieged city of Abadan in a desperation counterattack.

Deer said to have attacked 3
COLUMBUS, OHIO -The buck that fatally gored an
Ohio Department of Natural Resources employee on Oct.
24 also attacked a 14-year-old boy about 10 days earlier,
according to authorities.

and arms.
Guernsey County Health Commissioner John Bennett
said the deer was part of a herd on a farm near Cambridge. He said that last year, the animal attacked the
wife of the man who raised it and also gored a 14-year-old
boy a week-and-a-half before the animal wounded Heller.

Kim Heller, an employee of the department's wildlife
division, was wounded after the 5-year-old, 175-pound
deer attacked him. Heller died after gangrene infected
the multitude of puncture wounds and slashes on his legs

All three attacks occurred during rutting season.
Heller was attacked while he was attempting to
photograph a herd of deer, including the buck on a
600-acre, enclosed game farm near Cambridge.

Since invading Iran Sept. 23, the Iraqi army has overrun much of southwestern Iran's oil-rich Khuzistan province and has a number of major cities under attack, including Abadan, site of Iran's biggest oil refinery.

u

Hussein said his government is prepared to withdraw
its forces "as from tomorrow" in exchange for "a full
recognition of its rights," the Iraqi News Agency said.

COFFEEHOUSE

/

THIS WEEK FEATURING:

LOCAL TALENT NIGHT
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[FREE POP
with the purchase of any large sub
Ask For It When Ordering

pgnrJtftM
352-5166

BGSU Ski Club's 1st Annual
SKI SIMP

WITH RONDAMORITZ, JOHN HUSBANDS,
AND RANDY COOKE
in the Side Door, Union
Thursday, Nov. 6th, 8 PM

•Sell your used ski equipment.
•Buy good deals for low prices.
ONE COUPON PER SUB
Expires November 11, 1980

JCOUPON

372-2601 372-2601

REGISTRATION:
Nov. 8, Saturday, 12-4 p.m.
Student Services Forum (Bring Equipment)
Sfljej
Nov. 9, Sunday, 12-5 p.m.
Student Services Forum (Bring Money)

.« . 'v,
/
i

Admission 50
*.$**

Any questions come to 210 MSC, 8:00 p.m., Wed., Nov. 5
* FIVE MORE SPACES FOR ASPEN *

GARBAGE:
one cause
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E-ZHot'n

Bullered Bisquit

E-Z Cheese'n Bisquit
E-Z Egg'n Bisquit
E-Z Ham'n Bisquil

/?

MEDICAL STUDENTS
FINANCIAL AID
The U.S. Air Force has scholarships
available lor students who will be
entering their tirst or second year ot
medical or osteopathy school next
fall (1981)

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
•FULL TUITION 'ACADEMIC FEES
•TEXTBOOKS 'SUPPLIES
*$485 PER MONTH CASH
For further information and applications contact:
JAMES RADFORD
7550 Lucerne Drive. Suite 400
Middlebum His.. OH 44130
Phone: (216) 522-4325
Call Collect

_i_ii.
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E-Z Bacon n Bisquil

Wednesday, November 12
Sign-up in UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union,
From November 5-11
BYOB

Your Own Board)

E-Z Sausage'n Bisquit
_(Available in Combination)

TWO FOR ONE

Expira* Nov. 19. I960?
Available
, J~\
7a.m.-lla.m Q ^"G^f^V

This coupon valid for
One E-Z Bisquit Breakfast
FREE
When you pur« hase
.mother E-Z Bisquit
of equal or greater value
Expires:
E. Woosler St.. BG
Woodville Rd . Toledo
I .•< <■ ■ uupon irquir

SALAD BAR...Only90<T
' " "80 (Reg. $1.79)
With this coupon and the
purchase of any sandwich.
Offer Expires
Valid at E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green
Woodville Road
Toledo

• ■•I'p.ir ,ilt- [Mir i ri.is.

|
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Sports
Taylor, Terna
nab honors

BG icers uninspired
in 3-2 loss to Irish

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Quarterback Greg Taylor of Bowling Green
and linebacker Mike Terna from Northern Illinois are the Players of the
Week in Mid-American Conference
football.
Taylor, a 6-foot-l, 175-pound
sophomore from Flint, Mich., accounted for 218 total yards and figured
in three touchdowns, leading the
Falcons to a 24-21 victory Saturday
over Ball State.
Terna, a 6-1, 221-pound senior from
Wheaton, 111., piled up a game-high 17
tackles, intercepted one pass,
deflected another one and recorded
one sack in the Huskies' 35-14 rout of
Kent State.

by Joe Meruer
staff reporter

Carlton wins
Cy Young
NEW YORK (AP) - Steve Carlton,
the brilliant left-hander who led the
Philadelphia Phillies to baseball's
world championship this year, was
named winner of the National League
Cy Young award for a record-tying
third time yesterday.
Carlton was voted the honor by a
Baseball Writers Association of
America panel and joined Tom
Seaver and Sandy Koufax as the only
three-time winners of the coveted
award which goes to the league's best
pitcher.
Carlton polled 118 points, with 23 of
24 first-place votes and one secondplace vote. Jerry Reuss of the Los
Angeles Dodgers got the other firstplace vote and wound up second with
56 points.

staff photo by Dale Omori
BG's Brian MacLellan scuffles with a Notre Dame player in last night's 3-2 loss to the Irish. MacLellan
received four minutes in penalties for elbowing and unsportsmanlike conduct.

"We almost stole the game, but we didn't deserve it," Bowling Green
hockey coach Jerry York said of the Falcons 3-2 loss to Notre Dame last
night at the Ice Arena.
For the first two periods the Fighting Irish controlled the game, but the
outcome was not certain until the final hom sounded.
Notre Dame's Bill Rothstein slipped the puck past BG goalie Wally
Charko from around the back of the net at 11:11 of the third period for what
proved to be the winning goal. Adam Parsons scored both of the earlier Irish
goals.
The Notre Dame victory avenged last week's 4-3 loss to BG and raised
their record to 3-3. BG's record dropped to 3-2.
THE FALCONS came storming back from a 2-0 deficit early in the final
period to tie the game and had several chances to score again in the closing
minutes, but Notre Dame goalie David Laurion turned BG away.
Peter Sikorski's power play goal from the right point at 4:34 of the third
period put BG on the scoreboard and Wayne Wilson's slapshot from the left
point two and a half minutes later tied the game and brought the crowd of
3,095 to its feet.
But Rothstein's goal coupled with a fine glove save by Laurion on a
breakaway by BG's Dave O'Brien seemed to shift the momentum back to the
Irish.
The Falcons had a final chance to score on a power play when Notre
Dame's Jeff Perry was called for interference with just 11 seconds remaining, but they could not take advantage of the break.
'I thought Notre Dame played extremely well the first two periods and
controlled the game almost exclusively," York said."Charko kept it (the
game) tight. He played as well as he has all season. It should have been five
or six to nothing (after the first two periods)."
CHARKO recorded 35 saves in the game, 25 of which came in the Notre
Dame dominated first two periods.
Laurion had 23 saves for the Irish, including 12 in the final period.
The first period was a defensive struggle marred by several penalties by
both teams. Notre Dame outshot the Falcons 27-12 in the opening stanza but
was unable to put the puck in the net.
Notre Dame's first shot of the second period hit the left post of the goalie
cage, which proved to be an omen for the Falcons.
Parsons scored the first of his two goals at 3:44 of the second period on a rebound from the right side of the net to break the scoreless tie. Parsons added
his second goal at 8:04 to send the Irish ahead, 2-0.
THE FALCONS began passing the puck better and getting more shots on
goal, but Notre Dame still outshot BG 19-12 in the second period.
BG made a strong bid to score as the period closed, but Laurion stopped
Brian Hills' shot brilliantly with just five seconds left.

Club clips.
The Bowling Green rugby team split
two matches with the University of
Cincinnati this weekend, losing 14-4 to
the Bearcats in the first match and
winning the second match 10-0.
The loss gave UC the Ohio Collegiate Championship.
Keith Eedy's try gave BG an early
4-fl lead, but that was all the offense

the Falcons could muster, as the
Bearcats scored three tries and a conversion in the second half to win the
tournament.
In the second match, Mike Kelly
and Wayne McClain scored tries for
BG while Mike Harrington made one
conversion.
The Falcons finish the fall season

with a 12-5 record and second place in
the state.
The lady ruggers closed their
season with a 16-14 victory over Kent
State. Jill Holcomb and Mary Nilges
each scored a try and Mary Ward two
tries and a conversion to raise the BG
record to 3-2.

There will be an organizational
meeting for anyone interested in playing men's lacrosse tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in the Taft Room of the University Union.
There will be an organizational
meeting for anyone interested in playing men's volleyball at 7:30 p.m. to-

day in 103 Business Administration.
Bowling Green's hockey team dropped two of three games over the
weekend.
The Falcons defeated Paddock
Pools of Detroit, 5-2, Friday on the
strength of Cliff Wegner's hat trick.
Dan O'Connell and Nick Pappas add

ed single goals for BG.
Saturday, the Falcons lost to
Miami's club team, 6-5. Pappas
tallied twice, while John Berry, Rob
Williams and Chris Sanna scored one
goal each.
Michigan State's junior varsity
team handed the icers a 3-1 setback
Sunday at the Ice Arena.

Canadian hockey recruits causing problems in U.S.
by Keith Walther

United States born hockey players names are becoming increasingly rare on the rosters of some of the 40 major collegiate ice hockey teams across the country, while
Canadian names dominate the lists.
Many people have said that it is time for more
Americans to be seen on the ice at colleges. These same
people believe a limit must be put on the number of
Canadian-bom players on a team.
Bowling Green coach Jerry York has 18 Canadians on
his roster while the remaining seven are Americans.
Therefore, for his program to be successful it is essential
that recruiting remain free from limitation in the provinces of Canada.
Miami University coach Steve Cady also is a believer in
Canadian talent. His squad's roster features Canadianborn athletes, with nine of his 12 freshman remits being
from Canada.
"THERE ARE only three major 'hot spots' of
American talent. The No. 1 spot being the state of Min-
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nesota, next comes the Greater Boston area, and a distant third being that of Michigan," York said.
"These spots are really all the U.S. has in the way of
major recruiting areas. This raises some serious
recruiting problems for BG and other schools.
"With Minnesota's hockey crop falling into the hands of
the University of Minnesota, Minnesota-Duluth, Notre
Dame, and the University of Wisconsin, there leaves little
left for us other schools to pick from," York continued.
York said he believes the same holds true for the
Boston area.

schools. York said he and other competitiors cannot be
expected to take the leftover talent.
"We can't expect to win with the players that are leftover. People cannot expect us to beat a team of top
recruits with those players. It just won't happen," York
said.

"IN BOSTON, a student athlete will more readily go to
a Boston College, Boston University, Harvard, Brown,
Northeastern or New Hampshire, before going west to
play," he said. "They get the same facilities, good
hockey tradition and fine educational programs while being within close proximity of their homes, too. So, why
should they leave?"

York and other coaches must seek talent elsewhere.
Canada is the obvious choice. With a great hockey tradition, Canada is a breeding place of hockey talent. Also,
since there are no grants given to Canadian student
athletes in Canada, players are anxious to come to
American universities.
Canadian high school hockey programs are superior to
America's. They have strong junior programs where the
players develop their skills by simply being on the ice
longer.
Cady summed it up by saying, "A kid from Ohio will get
as much ice time in four years as a kid up north in one
year."

Bowling Green is forced to look elsewhere. It can look
north to Michigan. However, what Michigan talent that
exists is quickly gobbled up primarily by Michigan

YORK AGREES and added, "Recruiting is much more
confined to specific areas in the U.S. The potential for
talent is there, it just hasn't been developed like in
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And No Setting Fee
^
4 to 5 Poses
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Thurs. Nov. 6 and Fri. Nov. 7
From 3 to 5 p.m.
On The Green In Front Of Prout Chapel
No Appointment Necessary
You Will Receive Two Sets Of
Proofs, One For You And One Mailed
To Your Parents.
If You Like, Bring A Friend!

Bruce Heflin, Photographer
BUCKEYE CANDID PHOTOGRAPHY

Canada," he said. "The sport itself is slow in growing to
other areas ( besides the three previously mentioned)
across the country.
"Hockey being a costly sport, and with all the various
geographic and climatic regions, the growth of hockey is
somewhat slower in the U.S.," York continued.
"Therefore, Ohio's and other state's hockey programs for
youth are slow in developing to proportions like those of
Minnesota and Boston because the interest is not as
strong.
"With the success of the Olympic team in Lake Placid
last winter, growth in programs and interest in hockey
hopefully will grow."
York, who is involved with the Amatuer Hockey
Association of the United States and the National Olympic Committee, would very much like to recruit more
U.S. talent.
"Sure, it'd be great to recruit all Ohioans or
Americans, but again with the majority of talent going to
northern and eastern schools, we are forced to look north
into Canada."

KAPPA SIGMA
extends its congratulations to its newly elected officers:
Grand Master
John Mulvihill
Grand Procurator
Jeff Seckel
Grand Master of Ceremony
Doug Abercrombie
Grand Scribe
Gregg Collister
Grand Treasurer
Rich Dunlap
Ass't Grand Treasurer
Steve Stanley
Steward
Frank Gustoff
Rush Chairman
Dave Seidel
Social Chairman
Tom Harris
Public Relations
Greg Grace
House Managers
Chris Landis& Jim Simmons
IFC Representative
John Gehrhardt
Alumni Correspondent
Mark Hawkinson
House Historian
Donn Shade
LILSIS Advisor
Mike Blair
Scholarship Chairman
Brian Ritzenburg
Guards
Frank Gustoff & Brian Ritzenburg
Athletic Chairman
Randy Cales
And thank you again old officers.
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